
October 29, 2021

Via WEB form:
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/frm-eng/MBED-C47KMR

Mr. Matthew Boswell
Commissioner of Competition

Re: Request for Information: Rogers Communications Inc. / Shaw Communications Inc.

Original RFI: https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04603.html

Dear Commissioner,

1. Data On Tap Inc. (“DOT”), DBA as dotmobileTM, the first Canadian Full Mobile Virtual
Network Operator (“Full MVNO”)1 with the support of over thirty-four thousand Canadians2,
responds to your request for information on Rogers Communications Inc. / Shaw
Communications Inc. merger and larger effects to the competition in the market.

2 Data On Tap Inc. DBA dotmobile website
1 List of the CRTC registered Telecommunications Providers
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1. Current wireless market situation in Canada

The Competition Bureau’s executive summary from its final comments on the Review of Mobile
Wireless Services CRTC-2019-57 serve as a prescient reminder of what’s most important to
Canadians right now in terms of connectivity.

“This proceeding is more important than ever for consumers, businesses and the Canadian
economy. The COVID‑19 pandemic reinforces the need for robust competition in the wireless
sector, to drive the provision of ubiquitous, high-quality wireless networks that are accessible
and affordable for all Canadians.”3

In its submission, the Competition Bureau identified that four dominant providers (Bell, Telus,
Rogers and Sasktel) held market power and showed signs of coordinated behaviour. They
benefit from their market power with some of the world’s highest profitability measures at the
expense of Canadians across the country. While this market power harms all Canadians, the
impact is most pronounced in marginalized communities that rely on wireless as their only
avenue for connectivity4.

However, the Bureau also submitted that their market power was disrupted wherever a regional
provider existed to challenge the dominant providers, forcing them to respond to the
competition.

Though there are several regional wireless providers in Canada, only Shaw’s Freedom Mobile
competes in more than one province. Still, Shaw’s wireless network has not grown from the
three provinces included in the initial launch as WIND Mobile in 2009, and network expansion
has been limited to small urban areas geographically important to Vancouver, Calgary, and
Toronto markets.

In the same submission to the CRTC, the Competition Bureau sought to give regional providers
greater opportunity to disrupt the dominant providers by recommending permanent roaming
solutions under the definition of facilities-focused MVNO. The CRTC largely heeded the advice
of the Bureau, and adopted a form of the proposed facilities-focused MVNO model, handing
regional providers this opportunity to upset the status quo in Canadian wireless.

This should have given Shaw a chance to aggressively expand as an “MVNO” and use those
revenues to finance the expansion of their radio access network infrastructure. Other providers,
like Quebecor’s Videotron, could also take advantage of the mandate and bring competition to
new markets but lack depth in their spectrum holdings outside of Quebec.5 However, on the

5 Quebecor announces the sale of its AWS-1 spectrum licence in Toronto to Rogers June 9, 2017
Quebecor closes sale of seven licences to Shaw for $430M July 24, 2017

4“Most survey respondents (60%) told us that they access the internet at home using a cell phone”
ACORN Canada, Barriers to Digital Equity in Canada (2019)
“[L]ow-income households are disproportionately more likely to use mobile phones as their primary or only access point to the
internet… When asked how much, if at all, they worry about being able to pay for their home internet bill over the next few months,
one-third (34%) of households indicated they worry a lot or some.This is concentrated among lower-income households where a
majority (51%) of households with incomes under $30,000 are worried.”
Ryerson Leadership Lab, Mapping Toronto’s Digital Divide (2021)

3 Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2019-57 - Final Comments of the Competition Bureau July 15, 2020
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heels of the CRTC decision, Shaw has decided to give up the competitive role touted in that
same proceeding, and sell itself to the dominant provider it was allegedly disrupting6.

The core issue with facilities-based competition is its expensive and duplicative nature. Not only
does it create a high barrier for new entrants, but without government subsidies the facilities that
are built are predominantly in urban areas already served by existing networks. The network
footprint of Freedom Mobile is a prime example, but we can also look at the ongoing rollout of
5G networks occurring mainly in urban areas, repeating the pattern of urban / rural divide in
broadband and earlier wireless networks.7

Shaw testified to the Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology that after 5
years of operation, their wireless business is free cash flow negative. Even with $300M invested
each year, the Freedom Mobile network requires an overwhelming investment to provide
coverage in rural areas and bring 5G to their existing footprint.8

That high investment barrier is the root cause for the transaction currently under review by the
Bureau. Unable to turn Freedom Mobile into a national facilities-based competitor, Shaw has
agreed to complete acquisition of its assets by Rogers.

8 “MP Erskine-Smith, one thing I'll point out is that at Shaw we're really quite proud of what we've done on wireless since we entered
the market in 2016. Since that time, with the acquisition of Wind Mobile, the spending on spectrum and the investment in the
network, we've spent over $1 billion. As of today, though, Freedom is still not free cash flow-positive. During that time, we also went
from five cities to 30 communities. However, there are still primarily 30 urban centres in western Canada, so when we take a look at
the need for rural connectivity and the investments required to bring in 5G, we see that it's a huge commitment and a huge
undertaking.” INDU Committee Meeting No 26, Second Session, March 29, 2021

7 Existing Rogers antennas in rural areas support 5G and 96% of the population is served by fibre to the base station, however 5G
is being deployed in urban areas first. Rogers Communications Inc. (RCI) CEO Joe Natale on Q3 2021 Results - Earnings Call
Transcript
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4461132-rogers-communications-inc-rci-ceo-joe-natale-on-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript

6 “Shaw and other regional competitors are best positioned to deliver what the Commission is seeking to achieve – sustainable
competition that provides better prices and innovative services for Canadians, as well as continued investments in high-quality
networks across Canada. There is clear, indisputable evidence that we are already delivering on this objective in many areas of the
country. However, we are just getting started.” Shaw Communications Inc, Final Submission - In the matter of Telecom Notice of
Consultation CRTC 2019-57, Call for additional comments – Review of mobile wireless services (2020)
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2. Shaw-Rogers merger will worsen the competition in the wireless market

Without intervention, this transaction will continue two trends Canadians are all too familiar with:
exorbitant wireless rates for all Canadians compared to international peers, and the ignoring of
Canadians that do not satisfy the profit margin parameters of the dominant facilities-based
players. It is this latter group, including low-income families, seniors, youth, and newcomers to
Canada, particularly sensitive to connectivity prices, that will be disproportionately harmed by
the transaction. Anyone with income below $40,000 per year is sensitive to the price of
connectivity, making this issue applicable to approximately 31% Canadians pre-pandemic.9

These moderate users, either with income constraints or limited connectivity needs, are forced
to compromise by accepting inferior fixed or mobile connectivity products and find themselves
aggressively upsold to expensive plans beyond their means and needs. Beyond not including
next generation 5G service, supposedly discount flanker brands such as Public Mobile, Lucky
Mobile and Chatr restrict data to “3G” network speeds, a connectivity standard introduced in the
early 2000s and soon to be retired by major North American providers10 or other punitive
measures designed to specifically make services worse so other options look more desirable.

In this way Canadians are doubly underserved: across the country Canadians pay some of the
highest rates for wireless services in the world, and those that fall outside the desired margins of
dominant market participants are forced to accept inferior products with substantially worse
value for money and features that do not fit their needs

What is needed in Canada is a solution that provides not only increased competition across the
board but also innovation at the service level that delivers for consumers considered
uneconomic by the business models employed by dominant players.

The Competition Bureau has submitted that regional providers like Freedom Mobile are the only
source of real competition in Canada’s retail wireless market. Based on the Bureau’s own
analysis, the removal of the centerpiece of this real competition would only reinforce the market
power held by major facilities-based providers.

Through this transaction, the Bureau has the opportunity to expand its definition of real
competition and craft a remedy that not only preserves the status quo level of competition, but
improves on it.

At dotmobile, we believe a remedy exists that will not only eliminate the negative impact of the
acquisition, but also “improve competition in the wireless sector, [and] drive the provision of
ubiquitous, high-quality wireless networks that are accessible and affordable for all Canadians.”

10 Tech Xplore, Remember 3G? It's going away as AT&T, Verizon and T-Mobile shift to 5G. What to know about 3G shutdown (2021)

9 Price is also more important for: consumers in urban areas; those who purchase services from wholesale-based competitors, and
those in the lowest income group.”
Delivering Choice: A Study of Competition in Canada’s Broadband Industry
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04470.html#Sec04-4
Percentage distribution of income in Canada in 2019, by level of income(in Canadian dollars)
https://www.statista.com/statistics/464262/percentage-distribution-of-earnings-in-canada-by-level-of-income/
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3. Selling Freedom assets to another regional is a poor, short-term remedy

One obvious remedy is for Shaw to sell its Freedom Mobile assets to another regional
telecommunications provider to attempt to preserve the current level of wireless competition.

The fundamental problem with this solution is that a sale of Freedom Mobile assets is likely just
a band-aid which lays the groundwork for a future sale of the discounted assets to a dominant
provider further down the line.

All of the potential buyers have lower market capitalization compared to Shaw. If Shaw’s
finances were not enough to make the business viable, it is unlikely a smaller regional provider
will be able to maintain the existing network, let alone expand to all Canadians.

This will be the case particularly with next generation 5G networks and the persistent urban /
rural connectivity divide. An OECD study highlighted the lower likelihood of rural areas being
served by 5G given the higher cost of rollout - anywhere from 6 to 135 times more expensive
per subscriber11. Similar to rural broadband, even the dominant networks will rely heavily on
government programs and incentives to build modern radio-access connectivity for rural
Canadians. If Shaw was not expanding into these areas with its 4G, let alone 5G network, the
most optimistic scenario for a less well-capitalized player is preservation of the existing footprint.

The Rogers acquisition of Shaw is but the latest example of regional providers being purchased
by dominant providers. It is only a matter of time before these assets will be for sale to a
dominant provider again.

A remedy that creates a sole competitor in a less advantageous position than Shaw by
preserving competition through the purchase of wireless assets merely slows the trend of
degradation of competition rather than reversing it. Videotron also indicated that it will need
special conditions and additional ‘discounts’ from the government to be able to be a viable
facilities-based competitor.12 Most of those public funds would come at the expense of
connectivity expansion into rural/uneconomical areas that only happen with use of public funds.

To meet the needs of Canadian consumers everywhere in Canada, a better remedy is required.

12 Videotron caught up in “delay game” with incumbents, CEO says
https://cartt.ca/videotron-caught-up-in-delay-game-with-incumbents-ceo-says/

11 “[I]For example, in the Netherlands, a 2018 report provided a detailed cost model of 5G deployment scenarios depending on the
technology (mobile only, or fixed wireless), geographical area (six different geo-types ranging from urban, suburban, different types
of rural areas), and speeds aimed to be achieved with 5G networks (i.e. 30 Mbps, 100 Mbps or 300 Mbps). The study finds that, for
the case of the Netherlands, the scenario of a “5G-mobile-only” service reaching 100 Mbps in an urban setting would require an
investment per user of USD 66 (EUR 55). The same for service in a rural area would cost from USD 436-8,916 (EUR 362- 7,400)
depending on how remote the area is (Stratix, 2018[96]).” OECD, Bridging Connectivity Divides (2021)
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4. A service-based remedy improves connectivity for all Canadians

Facilities-based competition generally refers to an approach to telecommunications competition
that relies on the construction of overlapping radio access networks as the driver of competition
between market participants. Service-based competition on the other hand generally refers to
competition at the level of innovation in pricing, distribution, experience and software
technologies, rather than at the level of underlying infrastructure.

A Full MVNO is the most complete form of service-based competition. It is a mobile virtual
network operator with its own core network and software technologies that rely on wholesale
access to one or more radio access networks (RAN) to connect end users. This technological
and structural independence from the mobile network operator allows them to be true innovators
and competitors, and avoids duplicative investment in underlying infrastructure.

The OECD emphasizes the importance of full MVNOs when discussing the positive impacts of
wholesale competition in mobile markets.

“MVNOs can be an important element to increase competition in mobile markets, especially if
they can act as full-MVNOs. Being challengers in the market due to their small size, they often
provide offers at competitive prices and / or introduce innovative services to the markets.
However, for MVNOs to be able to deliver on their promise to increase competition, they need to
be able to operate technically and commercially independently from MNOs (i.e.full MVNOs).”

This type of competition is less capital intensive than building competing radio-access networks,
can be available anywhere that the dominant networks operate, and supports both regional and
national competitors to the dominant networks. Full MVNO represents a new form of competition
in the Canadian market, with a different cost and incentive structure allowing it to serve
Canadians deemed uneconomic by facilities-based providers.
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5. Many telecom markets are adopting shared infrastructure approaches

As a number of global wireless markets see increased consolidation and concentration,13

regulatory models that focus on shared infrastructure rather than attempting to spur
facilities-based competition are becoming more common. Vantage Towers and American Tower
Corporation are examples of companies doing just that14.

The OECD report Bridging Connectivity Divides notes that there is “an increasing number of
examples for active infrastructure sharing in OECD countries, such as radio access network
(RAN) sharing agreements (e.g. in the Czech Republic, France, Sweden and Switzerland)”. The
OECD found that regulatory requirements in Japan and Sweden that force incumbents to
provide access to their networks have spurred competition in those markets. In Mexico and
Peru, governments are investing in facilities that “MNOs and MVNOs can access [...] under fair,
reasonable and objective conditions to provide affordable retail communication services. ”

Despite its stated commitment to facilities-based competition, Canada is no stranger to shared
infrastructure approaches. When Bell and Telus began building out their first GSM network, they
chose not to build competing facilities and instead focused on shared, complementary network
deployments to speed deployment and reduce duplicative investment.

Even more important than reducing duplicative investments, shared infrastructure approaches
create avenues for new competitors to employ innovative models of competition. From the
OECD report, The Operators and Their Future: The State of Play and Emerging Business
Models: “The more passive a wholesale infrastructure is, the more likely it will encourage new
market entry and differentiation in retail competition. The experience of locations such as
Stockholm demonstrate that passive infrastructure can help attract new private sector players to
create a more vibrant market.”

By creating a path for innovative competitors, the Bureau can deliver Canadians a remedy that
does not simply attempt to preserve the status quo in wireless markets, but increases the level
of competition and provides new offerings for those not currently well-served in Canada.

14 https://www.vantagetowers.com/en and https://www.americantower.com/

13 OECD, Emerging Trends in Communication Market Competition
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6. Proposed remedy to Shaw-Rogers merger

Rather than a short-term remedy that carries with it substantial risk of future consolidation, the
Bureau should take the opportunity to open up one of Canada’s national networks to support
increased competition by innovative Full MVNO providers.

This can be accomplished by amending the qualifications for the wholesale access to the
merged Shaw-Rogers wireless networks and ensuring that rates and technical integrations
support the goal of the remedy.

a. Make wholesale access to the merged Shaw-Rogers wireless networks available to
independent Full MVNOs resulting in multiple MVNO brands of varying degree of
technology stack and integration level with networks. By removing the existing
requirements designed for regional MNOs, such as spectrum licensing requirements,
the seven-year limitation on mandated wholesale access, and the requirement to own
and operate an existing radio-access network.

b. Provide directional guidance on the technical integration to ensure Full MVNOs are
able to innovate and compete independently of Shaw-Rogers.

■ Have unfettered access to modern network technologies such as 5G, Fixed
Wireless Access, voLTE, Wi-Fi Calling, other modern telecommunication
services.

■ Implement integrations to the Radio Access Network that are real-time and align
with current industry standards, such as S5/S8 diameter interfaces, data traffic
policy control (PCRF), and real time rating. This allows the Full MVNO to develop
innovative and competitive services for any market need.

■ Have the ability to manage number porting, numbering resources, such as IMSI
ranges and NPA NXX North American numbering plan, allowing independent
roaming relationships with other networks in Canada and around the world, and
independence of Full MVNO subscribers from the Shaw-Rogers network.

■ Ensure Full MVNOs customers have control of their subscriber identities.  for
example complete access to SIM profile should be available to the Full MVNO,
allowing them to integrate with multiple Radio Access Networks and control over
the air updates and where their subscriber traffic is routed. But also for customers
to be able to leave and delete profiles for better privacy of service users.
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c. Ensure that wholesale rates allow Full MVNOs to be competitive with Freedom
Mobile’s retail offering, as well as construct their own innovative services rather than
duplicate the Freedom Mobile retail offering.

We appreciate the Bureau’s consideration of the proposed remedy in its ongoing analysis of the
Rogers-Shaw transaction. The Bureau’s work is critical to the future of connectivity in Canada,
and the dotmobile team is happy to assist the Bureau in any way we can.

Algis Akstinas (Chief Executive Officer)                                                          October 29th, 2021
Data On Tap Inc.
34,000+ Members

CC: Claude Doucet, Secretary General, CRTC (via GCKey); Chris Seidl, Executive Director,
Telecommunications, CRTC (via email: chris.seidl@crtc.gc.ca); Michael MacPherson,
Committee Clerk, Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology (via email:
indu@parl.gc.ca); Geoff White, Executive Director, Competitive Network Operators of Canada
(via email: geoff.white@cnoc.ca).
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